David Barnhart’s nominations for 2013 (presented alphabetically):

armed diplomacy (along with a long list of other types of diplomacy characterized in one way or another, such as broadcast diplomacy, sports diplomacy, Twitter diplomacy, etc.)

binge-watch, -ing, -er, the viewing of a group of episodes or of all the segments in a serial movie.
carbon farming, -farm, -farmer, farming, designed to extract carbon from the atmosphere.
cro-nut, a cross between a donut and a croissant.
cryptocurrency (such as bitcoin), monetary units used in purchases made by computers.
CyberTuesday, the extension of Cybermonday to the next day.  [courtesy of Land’s End]
de-extinction (or maybe de-extinctify), the restoration of extinct species.
decarcerate, v. to reduce prison populations by eliminating minimum mandatory sentencing.
drone delivery and delivery drone, a system for delivering packages by small flying helicopters (drones).
e-cigarette or e-smoking, a nicotine-free cigarette for smoking.
fatberg, a very fat person or a large globule of fat.
geo-profile, -ing, a criminals pattern of behavior that permits predicting future crime.
glamp, v. short for camping with glamorous trappings.
government shutdown, closing of most government offices because of not passing funding legislation.
Jihad tourism, -ist, the influx of jihadists to another country, especially Syria.
knockout (game), a challenge to try and knock someone unconscious with one blow to the head; (also called: knockout, or knock em and drop em, or knock em out, or point em out and knock em out, or one hitter quitter).
Mandela moment, when someone realizes the impact Nelson Mandela has influenced their life.
navigator, someone designated to help applicants complete their application.
negotiate, v. and negotiation, n. the process party politicians resisted pursuing in Washington in 2013.
O’Care, another name for Obamacare.
Odon device, a sleeve-like device that assists in the birth of a baby.
positive train control, a system of automatic braking for speeding trains.
resurrection biology, the restoration of extinct species.
Robo sapiens, a class of robots that can think.
selfie, 1. a photograph of oneself taken with one’s own cellphone.  2. a written memoir.  And selfier or selfie-er?
single-streaming, the co-mingling of different types of recyclables formerly kept separate.
spying (for the Wikileaks aftermath).
strong, applied to the aftermath of a tragedy  (e.g. Boston strong).
text stop, a roadside stopover place or service area with Internet or Web access.
Thanksgivukkah, the coincidence of Thankgiving and Hanukkah.
Twitterpocalypse or Twitergeddon, the result of a malicious attack which paralyzes Twitter.
vape, v. to smoke an e-cigarette.
vaper, n. a person who smokes an e-cigarette (not to be confused with vapor).